Festival is a dual-mode overdrive. It features a master volume
control and a boost channel with both gain and volume controls. It
has two tone shaping controls - body and bright. Festival also
features a selectable diode clipping/compression circuit that can be
applied to both channels or just the boost channel (default
setting).
Festival's overdrive tone can be described as magnetically articulate with a rich browning that coats the essence of your guitar. It
excels at medium to high gain crunch and fluid leads with plenty of
available level boost to guarantee your leads aren’t burried.
Whether your playing situation is a 3-piece rock band, a big band
with a horn section or alone in your practice room, Festival
delivers the sound and the feel needed to send your playing into
the gratisphere - a place high above where there's nothing but
instant gratification and oceans of liquid inspiration.
Body control:
The Body control on Festival is identical to Voice #1 on the Foxrox ZIM
pedal. To help explain this control, here’s Dave Fox’s post at TGP*: “I’ve
been using A Foxrox ZIM pedal on my board for 12 years. I love the
voicing knob for getting cool sounds, and I found that while voices 2
through 8 are great for special effects, Voice 1 works more like a tool. It
doesn't really change your tone, it just makes it fit in with the rest of the
band when the volume is loud. It's a knob I adjust for different rooms,
different amps, and sometimes I adjust it as the night goes on and the
band gets louder. Turn it one way to make it less boomy and more bright,
turn it the other way when it sounds thin.”

Clipping stages:
Festival gives you two clipping options. The first is a single clipping stage,
which is always active. The second is an additional stage which is selected
by the Clipping stages switch. This adds a layer of soft clipping at high
gain settings. The result is a slightly compressed tone, both in dynamic
range and frequency range. Playing harder doesn't make you louder, it
just gets more saturated. Some top and bottom goes away and is
replaced with a slight amount of harmonic fizz on the top end. This makes
for a more cutting tone when you need your leads to stick out.
*TGP = The Gear Page, www.thegearpage.net

Technical Information:
Dimensions: Width = 5" Depth = 4.8" Height = 2.85"
Weight: 1 lb. 11 oz.
Voltage: 9 Volts DC (via 9V battery or external power)
*Higher voltage - You can run Festival at higher than 9VDC for increased headroom and different sounds. Do
not exceed 18VDC.

Current draw: 19mA
Power connection: 2.1mm, Center = NEG (FX standard)
Signal switching: True bypass with Yellow LED. Boost mode uses a pair
of solid-state relays for silent switching (one for gain, one for volume).

www.foxroxeletronics.com

“Festival came into existence due to my need for a great sounding drive pedal that I can run through various amplifiers in different venues to get my tone for both rhythm and lead playing. When taking a lead, I
didn't want something that would change my tone - I wanted to keep the tone I had, and just add gain and
volume. When you switch Festival to lead (red) mode, that's all that happens. It's exactly the same as
kneeling down and turning up the gain and volume knobs. I also needed a master volume knob so I could
turn the entire pedal up or down without disturbing my gain boost and the ratio of level boost. The 8-stage
voicing circuit in the Foxrox ZIM pedal has been incredibly useful to me over the years, so I decided to
include voice #1 (the most useful voice) as the Body control in Festival.” - Dave Fox
Rhythm/Lead clipping: If you prefer a different tone for your leads, you can select Clipping stages:2,
and the lead channel will take on a different sound. This setting inserts an additional clipping stage into the
circuit. The sound becomes more compressed and more focused; the highs and lows become tighter. This
additional clipping stage has a high threshold, so the effect is more subtle and organic than in-your-face,
as one might think after adding a second clipping stage. This feature is as much about feel as it is about
sound. If you want the sound of dual clipping stages on both the Green and Red channels, there is an
internal setting that you can click with your finger. The front panel switch will still function as normal, but
now it will apply the pedal regardless of which mode (green or red) it's in. The default/stock setting is "Red
Only."
Voltage: Festival is designed to run on 9 Volts, DC. However, you can safely run it on other voltages for
different overdrive textures. Low voltage - If you run it below 9V, or you use a battery and it becomes
weak, you will notice that Festival is more distorted and almost gated sounding at high gain. High Voltage Running above 9V will result in a crisper sound with more headroom. There is nothing to be gained above
18V, so going higher than that is not recommended.

Features
Bypass Foot switch: True bypass with a yellow LED.
Boost Foot switch: Switch with dual-color LED to select between gain modes:
standard mode (Green) and volume/drive Boost (Red).
Master volume: Controls the overall volume of the pedal. Turning it up or down
affects both channels equally. This makes it easy to maintain the same rhythm to
lead volume ratio when you need to turn your overall level up or down. Typical
setting is bewteen 9:00 and 1:00. A Linear taper volume pot is used so that rotation of the knob covers a wide usable range.
Green drive: This is the rhythm drive setting. Typical setting is around 12:00.
Red drive: This controls the high gain channel and there is more available gain
on this control compared to the Green Drive control. Its setting is independent of
the green drive setting, they do not interact at all.
Red volume boost: This knob allows you boost volume without the drive setting
or the tone of the pedal. When all the way down, no boost is added. You cannot
use this knob to turn your overall level down or off, it's simply a level boost knob.
Body: This allows you to boost or cut a wide band in the low-mids region. This
helps to get the right balance in different environments without drastically changing the tone. It uses a single stage of phase shift, which has a natural curve that
hits the right spot. This is the same as Voice#1 on the Foxrox ZIM pedal. Turn it
to the left to boost the lows and low mids. This gives a fatter, heavier sound. Turn
to the right for a thinner, more trebly sound. Body has a big effect on volume, so
be sure to make frequent adjustments when settings things up.
Bright: This gives you control over the very top end. Use it to control brightness
and to compensate when changing Body settings.

Clipping stages: This switch controls both channels, or just the red channel, depending
on the internal "Lead/both" setting. See below.
1 stage: A single stage gives you a dynamic overdrive sound. Changes in your guitar's
volume setting along with how hard you play have a noticeable effect on the amount of
drive and level you hear.
2 stages: An additional stage of clipping is inserted earlier in the circuit and the result is
a more compressed overdrive sound, most noticable at high drive settings. Variations in
guitar volume and playing level have less effect on the overall volume. At high gain settings the additional clipping results in a fluid, full-bodied lead tone with a slight edge,
almost like a fuzz. When Clipping Stages 2 is selected, there is a decrease in overall volume, depending on how much drive is dialed in. Adjust volume accordingly.
Clipping stages Both/Boost only switch (internal switch): You can select whether
the Clipping Stages switch on the front of Festival affects both the Green and Red channel, or just the Red channel. The default setting is for Clipping Stages: 2 to affect just the
Red channel.
Additional information on the Clipping Stages feature:
At first, the Clipping Stages switch might seem very subtle, under certain conditions you
might wonder if it does anything. Here's how to test out the difference between Clipping
Stages 1 and 2:
Clipping stages 1 - The drive is dynamic. Play softly and then play hard - you'll hear a
noticeable increase in volume.
Clipping stages 2 - Play softly and then play hard - you won't hear much of a volume
increase. This is great for making high gain leads really easy to play. The sound is focused
and it has a rubbery feel in your fingers while you're playing.
Clipping stages internal switch - This mini-switch has two settings:
Up: Front panel Clipping Stages switch affects both red and green modes.
Down: Front panel Clipping Stages switch only affects Red mode. Green side remains as if
the Clipping Stages switch is always selected to the off position.
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